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A Selective, Partially Annotated, Bibliography on Transcription


This article outlines the software available (in 1998) for voice recognition that can be used to transcribe oral data. Its use involves listening to the recording and repeating the words (and any additional features) into a microphone. It is suggested that with adequate hardware, and practice, this software can be an effective means of transcribing data, at least as a way of generating an initial transcript of the words used, to be corrected and developed later.


This article sets up a contrast between Conversation Analysts’ treatment of audio recordings as ‘‘realist’’ object and transcripts as ‘‘constructivist’’ object. This is done as a means of interrogating the epistemological and ontological assumptions of CA. The authors describe what they offer as an ‘‘insider critique’’ motivated by deep agreement with the broad aims and substantial achievements of this intellectual movement’ (para 1); though this is a claim that should not be taken at face value! Ashmore and Reed focus on the way in which recordings tend to be treated as ‘found objects’, so that they come to stand in for the events recorded, whereas the constructed character of transcripts is explicitly recognised. This is made sense of via what they refer to as ‘the general epistemo-phenomenological schema’, which portrays movement over the course of CA inquiry from mythic event through recording and transcript to analysis and article, combined with ‘nostalgic’ returns in the opposite direction as a means of validation. The general thrust of the article is to emphasise the constitutive role of CA in relation to the phenomena it studies, with the implication that it trades on a mythic realism. This is used to challenge the idea that CA is more rigorous than some other forms of social science because it can supply readers with the data (transcript extracts) that validate the analysis, allowing a form of replication.


Examines the treatment of audio-recording as ‘a direct and evidential record of a past event, and thus as a quasi-magical time machine’ (tape fetishism) and the role of ‘professional hearing’ in conversation and discourse analysis. The conclusion, or starting point, is that ‘all hearings are mediated’ (abstract). In other words, if conversation and discourse analysts were to examine the role of the audio-recording in their work, their claims to be documenting real processes would be undermined, or at least put into
suspension. The case of the role of hearing audio recordings in conversation and discourse analysis is compared with the playing in court of an audio-recording in the case of two therapists who were accused of seeking to defraud health insurers. The authors summarise their interest as ‘the way in which “hearing”, as an activity that is represented, worked-up and publicly performed, enters into epistemic processes’, and in particular how it is portrayed as ‘natural’ rather than ‘constructed’ (p353).


An early published account of Gail Jefferson’s transcription system, which was developed in the context of conversation analysis.


Outlines some of the issues in representing others’ talk within research writing, not just specifically in relation to the transcription of audio- or video-tapes but in fieldnotes too, particularly the use of standard and non-standard spelling, punctuation etc.


Recounts the author’s experience as a novice researcher reflecting on the significance of transcription within the context of qualitative research methodology. Views transcription as a process of construction, and transcripts as ‘nonobjective’, reflecting the role of the transcriber as a ‘social and political being’. In line with this she poses an ethical question about: ‘how the voices of the research participants can be heard in the way they wish them to be heard’ (p228). Transcription involves selection, and also requires the transcriber to draw on cultural and discursive capacities. The nature of the transcript produced also reflects the transcriber’s/researcher’s methodological stance. The author reviews some of the literature on transcription and outlines the implications from her own data. She provides a narrative of her own developing experience of transcription, noting the tendency to ‘reinvent the wheel’. Ends by highlighting the need for students to be introduced to transcription issues. Her ‘learning to love’ transcription arose from her discovery that transcription machines can greatly aid the process. [The discussion of Jefferson on p231 is slightly misleading: the lecture transcripts were those of Sacks. Jefferson developed her transcription conventions as part of her work with him on conversation analysis.]


This article emphasises and illustrates some of the decisions involved in transcription within discourse analysis. It is argued that these are often based on interpretive or theoretical assumptions and may have political consequences. The author examines the latter in the context of examples from the use of a transcript in a legal trial and from a newspaper report. She focuses particularly on the issue of whether people's speech should be transcribed in terms of standard orthography, non-standard orthography designed to capture something of the way they speak, or phonetic transcription using the International Phonetic Alphabet. She emphasises that there is no single right answer to this question, and argues that what is most important is that researchers are reflexive about transcription issues, seeking to make the best decisions in the circumstances, in terms of political and ethical as well as methodological considerations, and that they make their decisions and the reasons for them explicit.


Rather than treating inconsistencies in the transcripts that researchers use as a problem, the author treats them as analogous to linguistic variation. She argues for more reflexive attention on the part of researchers to the decisions they make in the course of transcription. Illustrations are provided of some of kinds of variability in transcripts and their implications. She argues that ‘transcribing for content’ rather than for discourse structure is not inherently wrong, but she cites an example from her own work that illustrates how attention to discourse might change interpretation of the ‘content’ of what was said. She also examines some published re-transcriptions of previously published data, and variation in translations. [There are several responses to this article in the same issue of the journal, plus a reply from Bucholtz.]


This paper is concerned with the problem that while pragmatic approaches to the understanding of discourse emphasise the significance of extralinguistic context, that context is infinite in both extent and detail. Context here includes: paralinguistic features (facial expressions, gesture, bodily movement); co-text - 'text judged to belong to the same discourse, which preceded or is believed to have preceded, follows or is expected to follow, that under analysis'; intertext – 'texts which the participants associate with the text under consideration'; and thought - 'the intentions and interpretations, knowledge and beliefs, beliefs about beliefs and knowledge about knowledge (and so on, and on!) of the participants, as well as their interpersonal attitudes, affiliations and feelings' (p3). Of course, discourse types can vary in the range of what is relevant, with telephone conversations and ritual exchanges being limit cases. Cook points out that the various transcription systems put forward for discourse pragmatics have tended to neglect the problems of how context is to be selected, and have given the impression that it is possible to provide objective transcripts that include everything that is relevant. Moreover, this leads to a practical problem: that the transcripts presented by one analyst are not usable by others who have different theoretical orientations because they do not include information that is regarded as essential by the latter. These transcripts cannot, therefore, play the role that data are supposed to play in science, providing the shared empirical ground on which competing theoretical accounts can be assessed. Moreover, the more contextual information is provided, the more cumbersome the transcription becomes. There is also a problem that transcription of text and context can vary considerably in objectivity. The author argues that a distinction should be drawn between relatively objective phonetic transcription and more observer-dependent descriptions of selected context. Indeed, he argues that 'the subjective, selective and fundamentally unscientific nature of analyses of language in context should be acknowledged [...]’ (p15). In the remainder of the paper he addresses the issue of what contextual information is required to analyse particular texts and how this could be provided in a practical way. He writes 'the actual potentially pragmatically relevant context of any discourse is in fact the whole universe. A selection must be made. Formal transcription systems bind transcribers to rendering only and always certain features, whether they are relevant or not. What is needed is a transcription that can select and move between one context and another' (p18). He illustrates what this might involve through examples, including an extract from Chandler's novel The Big Sleep.


Duranti argues that like the shadows on the wall in Plato’s parable of the cave, the selectiveness of transcripts is a virtue, it enables us to recognise important features of the social interaction they represent. He identifies two dangers that can arise from a neglect of the selectivity of transcripts: virtual-realism (treating transcripts as reality) and hypercontextualism (rejecting transcripts because they amount to mediated contact with reality as against supposed direct experience).


A collection of articles by multiple authors dealing with various aspects of transcription, primarily in relation to discourse analysis within linguistics.


This is an argument for and exemplification of what the author refers to as 'poetic transcription', which she describes as 'the creation of poemlike compositions from the words of interviewees' (p202). In fact, what this seems to involve is 'the transformation of interview transcripts [already produced by a transcriber] into poetry' (p205), so that in this sense it is more a form of analysis and research writing than of transcription per se. (See also the reference to Crapanzano’s work in Atkinson 1992.) The rules of the transformation of transcripts into poems Glesne adopted were that the words must be those of the interviewee but that phrases could be taken from anywhere in the transcript and juxtaposed while keeping 'enough of her words together to re-present her speaking rhythm, her way of saying things'. Moreover, this creative transformation was preceded by the kind of coding of the data and identification of themes that is common in much qualitative
research. The aim was to identify 'the essence of what she was saying' and then to present it in poetic form, but also 'to convey the emotions that the interviews evoked in [the researcher]'. The author provides five poetic transcriptions, based on interviews with the same informant, along with commentaries about her life. The author claims that 'poetic transcription creates a third voice that is neither the interviewee's nor the researcher's but is a combination of both' (p215).


This article takes a novel perspective on transcription, recognising that researchers often rely on transcribers (often women) who had no direct role in the data collection and will not participate in the analysis. As a result, they tend to be treated as ‘faceless technicians’ when they ought to be treated as ‘persons’ (p294). As part of the process, transcribers are ‘privileged to the full range of human emotions’, for example in reading about ‘disease trajectories and the hardships of life’ and this can have ‘a profound impact on the transcriber’ (p295). The authors argue that this means that they may require protection via ethical regulation of research. The issue is briefly illustrated from research on suffering among cancer patients.


The idea that transcription can involve writing talk down ‘in an objective way’ is rejected in favour of seeing it as a ‘situated act within a study or program of research embedded in a conceptual ecology of a discipline’, and therefore as ‘a political act that reflects a discipline’s conventions as well as a researcher’s conceptualization of a phenomenon, purposes for the research, theories guiding the data collection and analysis, and programmatic goals’ (p172).

Griffin, C. (2007) 'Being dead and being there: Research interviews, sharing hand cream and the preference for analysing “naturally occurring data”’, *Discourse Studies*, 9, pp246-269. (See responses by Potter and Hepburn and Henwood, and the reply by Griffin in the same issue.)

This article, and the responses to it, are not directly about transcription, but they relate to an issue – the analytic usefulness of interview data versus 'naturally occurring talk' - in which the issue of what sort of transcription is appropriate arises. See also Potter and Hepburn 2005.


Outlines some of the issues involved in transcription for the purposes of con-
conversation analysis, and addresses the critiques of Bogen and Ashmore.

This is an exploration of how crying can and should be represented in transcripts for the purposes of conversation analysis. It parallels the discussion of representing laughter by Jefferson 1985. Hepburn compares different transcripts, and tries to show the importance of detailed transcriptions that seek to represent the sounds of crying, using as data calls to the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. She examines various features associated with crying, including whispering, sniffing, wobbly voice, and so on.


A recent account of Jefferson’s transcription system for conversation analysis.


quotations from data transcripts’, *Discourse and Society*, 9, pp136-43.


Introduces audio-recording plus transcription as the main method used for recording interview data today, though emphasises the contextual information that is lost through reliance on these sources, and the danger of treating the transcript as the data - as capturing reality. The author emphasises the constructive character of transcription, in the sense of the decisions that are involved, and recommends reliability checks to identify and correct errors. At the same time, he argues that there is no such thing as a single correct transcription, and notes the difference between oral and written language forms. He draws on Mishler’s work to argue the value of poetic transcriptions that are designed to capture oral style, where this differs significantly from written forms. He presents transcripts as tools, analogous to maps in needing to be tailored to purpose.


This article outlines the decisions involved in transcription and how different decisions are appropriate depending upon the nature of the data and the purposes of the analysis. It provides a brief history of the emergence of attention to transcription issues, and discusses the assumptions built into transcription and how the nature of the transcript can affect the course of the analysis. The author claims that transcription 'is a constructive and interpretive act in which the researcher positions him/herself' (p209). The article ends with a consideration of transcript quality from a constructivist and interpretive point of view. As part of this, the training of transcribers is discussed.


Reviews the (by 1999) extensive literature on transcription, focusing on those writers who have sought to put forward a standard set of conventions and those who have recognised the unavoidability of a plurality of conventions. The fundamental argument is that transcription necessarily relies upon theoretical interpretation, and that what it produces cannot therefore be objective, this term being taken to mean ‘reflecting reality’. There is also a discussion of transcription in research on professional practice, where the approach adopted is often pragmatic, including for example the coding of recordings ‘live’ without the use of transcription.


dissertation, University of Michigan.


An early, very influential article still of value. It approaches transcription as an instance of the general problem of representing reality, as it arises in photography and in the biological and natural sciences. There is comparison of alternative transcriptions of the same stretches of talk. The focus is on the role of theoretical assumptions and the rhetorical functions performed by transcript data. Transcription is presented as an interpretive practice, against the background of ‘the essential indeterminacy and ambiguity of the relationship between language and meaning’ (abstract). Mishler begins by raising issues about the nature of representation via the example of photography, noting how it depends upon social conventions about reality, that it can generate very different images of ‘the same’ scene, and that our interpretations of photographs depend upon attributions of context. All representation must be seen as a ‘thoroughly cultural formation’, rather than from the perspective of naïve realism. He draws a parallel between the ‘technical’ attitude adopted by some researchers towards transcription and the naïve view of photographs as simply re-presenting reality as it was. It is against this background that he compares transcripts, looking at what they include and exclude, how this reflects the theoretical purposes of the authors, and how the transcripts are shaped to particular rhetorical functions. He also illustrates the dangers of building as single set of theoretical assumptions into the transcription process.


This is a response to Bucholz 2007, though in effect it is an independent article. The author argues that transcription is an interpretive, situated practice, and that as a result there will always be scope for producing different transcripts of the same piece of interaction. She argues that transcripts cannot serve as ‘immutable mobiles’, in Latour’s sense of the term, but rather amount to what Star and Griesemer refer to as ‘boundary objects’, in that different properties and meanings are attributed to ‘the same’
transcript in the context of different analytic practices. The author claims that analytical practices, including transcription, 'configure and more radically “fabricate” what we consider as “data”' (p810), and also notes the interdependence of transcript and recording. The main focus of the article is the use of ‘alignment tools like CLAN, Transana, or Elan, which allow transcribers to link primary and secondary data’ (p811). Despite recognition that transcription is ‘a deeply interpretive activity’, Mondada argues that recordings and transcripts preserve the data and allow the analyst to come back to it repeatedly (p811). In the second half of the article she illustrates some of the decisions involved in representing multi-modal data, and how different software produces variable representations. She focuses in particular on the way in which different alignment programs represent the timing of video-recorded actions, and the analytical significance of this.


One of the earliest discussions of the issues involved in transcription, pointing out that it always involves theoretical assumptions and that different forms of transcript may be suitable for different purposes. Still useful.


The revised version of this chapter involves updating of references, a new section on quantification, plus a few other small insertions and deletions. The overall argument is the same. Peräkylä suggests that CA is more effective in dealing with issues of reliability and validity than some other kinds of qualitative research, in particular because the data can be made available to readers. He argues that reliability can be enhanced through recording relatively large corpuses of talk, attending to the quality of the recording, and ensuring the adequacy of the transcripts. Furthermore, there are measures that can be taken to deal with the danger that any particular interactional event needs to be seen in the context of a longer sequence of events, relevant non-verbal behaviour, and the use of documents by participants. In other words, means can be used for ‘securing maximum inclusiveness of the recorded data’. As regards validity, Peräkylä argues that conversation analytic claims are often transparent, in that they have ‘apparent validity’: readers can easily recognise the validity of the analysis. There are also two additional strategies that conversation analysts use to enhance validity: relying on ‘validation through “next turn”’, in other words relying on participants’ displayed recognition of the character of previous actions; and the analysis of deviant cases. The author also addresses the issue of the generalisability of the knowledge claims produced by conversation analysts and, in the revised version, the potential role of quantification.


Emphasises the importance of seeking to ensure the quality of transcriptions in qualitative research, noting that this seems to be given less attention than it deserves. The author explores the notion of verbatim accounts, noting that audio-recordings do not include all the data that might be relevant to analysing interview material. Threats to validity are identified and strategies for avoiding or remedying them outlined. The focus is on relatively uncontroversial sorts of error in the context of a large project which employed transcribers as ancillary workers.


As with Griffin 2007 and the responses to that, this exchange was not directly concerned with transcription, but it relates to an issue where the question of what sort of transcription is appropriate arises.


This and subsequent publications by Preston listed below are about the issue of whether to use non-standard spellings or phonetic transcription to represent pronunciation.


Outlines what is involved in transcription for the purposes of conversation analysis, and the rationale for this.


Argues that there is a politics of transcription, that the practice needs to be located in the context of ‘language ideology [as] a mediating link between social structures and forms of talk’ (p167). Thus, ‘as transcribers fix the fleeting moment of words as marks on the page, they call up the social roles and relations constituted in language and rely on their own social evaluations of speech in deciding how to write it’ (pp167-8). The author argues that ‘the challenge for the transcriber is to produce transcriptions that are accurate and readable but that are also reflexive in how they make explicit to the reader the constructed nature of written talk and so the problematic nature of accuracy and readability’ (p168). The issue of whose voice is being represented in transcriptions, and the dangers of stigmatisation are also addressed.


Provides practical guidance about recording and transcribing talk.


This paper examines the role of transcribers employed to produce transcription for research purposes. She argues that the interpretations of the transcriber will shape the data, and emphasises the need to pay attention to this. She explores the experiences of someone hired to transcribe audio-recordings of focus group interviews, the problems he faced and his use of voice-recognition software.


Recounts the experience of working with a transcriber, over a period of 2 years, reflecting on the insights gained through collaboration involved in producing a transcript. The data were generated by informal interviews with the transcriber, and by asking her to keep a journal during the transcription process. The process highlighted some of the complexities of the transcription process, in the context of a ‘critical feminist ethnography’ of women in prison.


This reports an ethnographic study of a linguistic anthropologist working with two consultants in order to produce a transcript of data concerned with language socialisation in Paris. The anthropologist and her two ‘consultants’ were all participants in the family dinner whose talk is being transcribed. A further complication is that while the language being transcribed is French, and the discussion between the anthropologist and her consultants is in French, the analysis was to be carried out in English. A particular focus in the article is on a dispute that arose in the transcription process, examined via a form of discourse analysis that is attentive not only to the talk but also to physical positioning of the participants and the socio-cultural aspects of their interaction. What is involved here is analysis of a transcript of a video-recording of the collaborative transcription of a video-recording of a dinner party! As is illustrated, one of the implications of engaging participants in the transcription process is that, on occasion, they will claim authority as to what they said or meant, and this may lead to conflict.


West starts from Moerman’s call for a combining of ethnography with conversation analysis. Her focus is on the value of CA transcription practices for ethnographic work. For example, she identifies dangers involved in the normalisation of talk in transcripts: the representation of speech in standard orthography, as against the use of representational means that capture how it was uttered. There is also a discussion of what she calls transcription without recording: how, in some contexts such as law trials, ethnographers have managed to transcribe talk ‘live’. In this respect, and others, she also takes account of the limitations of a CA approach for ethnographic purposes.


For various web-sites that include material about transcription, see:

http://linguistics.ucsb.edu/projects/transcription/representing

http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/soc/faculty/schegloff/TranscriptionProject/index.html


http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/~ssjap/transcription/transcription.htm

http://www-student.lut.ac.uk/~ssah2/transcription/transcription.htm